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**About Hexar.io**

Hexar.io is a multiplayer game in which players have to conquer hexagonal blocks to increase their

own area.

Hexar.io is all about hexagons. Your goal is to conquer as many blocks as possible. By conquering

blocks, you expand your territory and increase your land mass. To conquer blocks, you have to

enclose them with a kind of colored tail. The more hexagons you own, the more points you have.

The goal of the game is to have the largest area on the field. But beware: Your opponents also aim

for hexagons.io for free on our website.

**Hexar.io - Features:** 

- Conquer Blocks: Your main task in Hexar.io is to conquer as many hexagonal blocks as possible.

To claim blocks for you, you first have to enclose them with a kind of colored tail. The enclosed

area then belongs to your landmass, which you have to increase in the course of the game. The

more hexagons you own, the more points you get. If you manage to own the largest area on the

field, you win the game.

- Defend yourself against other players: As you repeatedly meet other players in the game who

also want to own the largest possible area, you have to defend yourself effectively. You can either

stay in your own area where you are completely safe, or you can attack your opponents directly.

You can wipe out other players by touching their colored tails. This is only fatal if the players are

outside their own area. But be careful: Your opponents aim for your death as well. 

- Collect power-ups: During the game you can always collect power-ups, which can help you

enormously in the conquest of new blocks or in the defense.

- Complete missions: If you need variety, you can also complete special missions and win great

rewards.

- Customize your avatar: You can customize not only your avatar skin, but also your base. Because

of that, you can play with a character which is just right for you.  

Conclusion: Hexar.io is an entertaining and very tricky game, which requires above all a good

strategic thinking. To increase your area and to wipe out your opponents, you always have to

weigh exactly which paths you choose and which areas are suitable for conquest. Hexar.


